**Farmpark Activities**

**Meet the breed:** Learn about different breeds of animals and their roles on the farm. Check locations and times to meet either the dairy cows or horses.

**Barnyard:** Sheep, pigs, cows—oh my! Take a self-guided tour of the barnyard and see how many different animals you can spot.

**Well-Bred Shed:** Come see the renovations while you visit with some of the farm animals, including sheep, goats, chickens, and rabbits.

**Horse care:** Learn about various aspects of horse care and companionship. May include grooming, lunging, medical care, and more.

**Harnessing demonstration:** Learn about all the pieces and parts of harnessing equipment and see the steps involved in harnessing and/or unharnessing horses.

**Riding demonstration:** Learn about the basics of horseback riding while watching a horse in action. May include western or English riding in a variety of exercises.

**Plant Science Center:** Tour the outdoor gardens or step inside and visit the hydroponic greenhouse. Fresh produce is available for purchase.

**Gift Shop:** Pick up some Farmpark maple syrup and maple candy, Ertl tractors, home decor, plush animals and more! Pick up a bag of wool from Farmpark’s sheep.

**Friday Schedule**

**HILLTOP**
Tour antique tractors ........................................ 9:00 to 4:30

**DAIRY PARLOR**
Self-guided tour ............................................. 9:00 to 4:30
(Limited number of visitors allowed at a time)
Meet the breed .............................................. 10:00, 12:00 & 2:00
(Outside behind the Dairy Parlor)

**BARNYARD**
Visit the farm animals ..................................... 9:00 to 4:30

**WELL-BRED SHED**
Meet and learn about farm animals ................. 9:00 to 4:30

**ARENA**
Meet the breed ............................................... 10:00 & 3:00
Horse care ..................................................... 11:00
Harnessing demonstration ............................. 1:00
Riding demonstration .................................... 2:00

**PLANT SCIENCE CENTER**
Self-guided tour ............................................. 9:00 to 4:30